Hiringa Energy Limited
8 Young Street
New Plymouth 4310

2nd November 2021
Kapuni Green Hydrogen Expert Consenting Panel
C/- June Cahill
Environmental Protection Agency
Dear Panel,

Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project – Response to Comments
Hiringa Energy Limited and Ballance Agri-Nutrients Limited (the Applicants) have reviewed the
comments received in relation to the Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project ‘Fast Track’ application.
Where practical the applicant has met, had phone discussions with those who have submitted
comments, provided further information to clarify and respond to any queries received, and/or
tried to accommodate suggested amendments to the proposed conditions.
The Applicants’ responses to the comments are provided in the attached document, and are
supplemented and supported by the Applicants’ legal submissions and the following Statements of
Evidence, which are attached:
•

Boyden Evans, Boffa Miskell, to matters raised related to Landscape and Visual Effects
(Appendix 5)

•

Simon Faulkner, Aurecon, in matters raised related to Air flow from Turbines (Appendix 8)

•

Cameron Twigley, BTW, in matters related to planning (Appendix 7)

•

Emily Hilton, Hiringa Energy, in matters related to Safety and Risk (Appendix 6)

In addition, Ballance Agri-Nutrients have provided a letter to address the urea environmental end
use considerations as requested.
Yours sincerely

Catherine Clennett

Andrew Clennett

Chair, Hiringa Energy Limited

CEO, Hiringa Energy Limited
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APPLICANTS’ RESPONSES TO COMMENTS
1. Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (HNZPT)
1.1. Comment by HNZPT
Cultural conditions
Move existing proposed condition from ‘Archaeology’ (79) to the last condition in the
‘Cultural’ section (82)

Response:
The applicant supports the proposed change.
1.2. Comment by HNZPT
Archaeology conditions
The existing condition directs the consent holder to the Archaeological Discovery Protocol
(ADP) in Ivan Bruce’s report: ‘Green Hydrogen Project, Archaeological Assessment of Effects
dated April 2021’.
Including the ADP in the conditions, under that heading, will provide greater ease of use for
the contractor/s. It is appropriate to include all conditions within a single document rather
than refer the contractor/s to a separate document/s.

Response:
The applicant supports the amendments to consent conditions proposed by HNZPT. We
suggest condition 80 (now 79 due to renumbering) be expanded to reference the detail from
the ADP subject to one minor change, proposed condition 79(e) will reference the Fast Track
Act as well as the RMA.
1.3. Comment by HNZPT
Archaeological advice note
Heritage New Zealand recommends the addition of an advice note in relation to the
provisions of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Act 2014, to make it clear to the contractor/s
and others on site that contravening the ADP protocols puts them at risk of prosecution under
the afore mentioned Act.

Response:
The applicant supports the amendment proposed by HNZPT to add an advice note to condition
79, using the wording provided by HNZPT.
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2. Minister for Arts, Culture and Heritage
2.1. Comment by Minister for Arts, Culture and Heritage
I have reviewed HNZPT’s comments and support their view that an Accidental Discovery
Protocol should be added as a condition of consent. I also support their recommendation to
add an advice note about the requirements of the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act
2014 in relation to archaeological sites
Response:
As above (1.1, 1.2 and 1.3), the applicant is supportive of Heritage New Zealand Pouhere
Taonga’s proposed amendments to the proposed consent conditions.
3. Te Korowai o Ngāruahine Trust
General Response by applicant:
The Applicants value our relationship with Te Korowai o Ngāruahine Trust (TKONT) and we
acknowledge and respect that there are many perspectives to be considered and balanced. It
is our intention to continue to work closely with TKONT, the mana whenua hapū, Ngāti
Manuhiakai and Ngāti Tū to ensure the cultural impacts of the Project are understood and
respected, and to build a relationship that results in positive outcomes for the hapū, TKONT,
the broader community, and the environment.
The TKONT Cultural Impact Assessment (CIA) identified specific consent conditions with all
conditions supported and adopted by the Applicants as requested.
The Applicants recognise that the proposed turbines will have an impact on the cultural
landscape and we have sought to minimise the impact as far as practical. These measures
include relocating the turbines south of the Ballance Kapuni plant to PKW land, orientating the
turbines in a north south configuration, and reducing the spacing between the turbines and
considering the impact from the Marae located near the PKW farm.
After further consultation with TKONT, the Applicants agreed to decommission and remove
the turbines after 35 years, to restrict the number of turbines to four, and to prepare an
alternative site plan in consultation with Ngāti Manuhiakai and Ngāti Tū.
The comment submitted by TKONT requests seeks to include additional matters as consent
conditions. These have been discussed with TKONT, and we are in principle supportive and
prepared to offer an additional condition as discussed further below.
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adequate separation from residences. Coastal locations identified are all in excess of 10km
from the Ballance plant and hence not viable for a project of this scale as it would increase the
capital expenditure (CAPEX) by $10m - $15m (>15% of project CAPEX), rendering the project
uneconomic. It would also require support and easements from multiple additional
landowners, disproportionate to the project scale.

Figure 1 Alternative site locations geospatial analysis

Orientation
The original proposed turbine location was along the railway adjacent to the Ballance Plant
between Palmer and Manaia Road (Figure 1.). This east to west orientation option was a lower
cost solution however it would have resulted in a more significant visual impact on Maunga
views and dwellings. The selected PKW land North-South solution is further from the Ballance
Plant adding ~$2.5m in CAPEX for underground cables, however the location provides a
significantly reduced environmental effect.
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Figure 2 - Original East-West turbine siting

Turbine spacing
Turbine spacing and localised siting is another key consideration with evaluation of the visual
effects to immediate dwellings and sensitive locations such as Marae. Optimal spacing for the
wind turbines was determined to be 3 x Diameters (3D). The 3D spacing option has less wake
loss and would not require any wind sector management improving project returns but
resulted in the most northern turbine located in direct mountain view from Te Aroha Marae.
To reduce this visual impact, the selected spacing of the turbines within the PKW farm was
reduced to 2.5D resulting in a sub optimal scenario for energy yield and project returns
perspective.

Figure 3 Modelled view from Te Aroha Marae for 2.5D and 3D spacing
Hiringa Energy Limited
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Figure 4 Plan view of 2.5D and 3D spacing

Turbine count, hub height and size
An element of the visual effects of a wind turbine development is the scale impact as a
combination of turbine count, hub height and unit capacity (blade diameter).
In addition, the Project economics are highly sensitive to a combination of annual energy
production (AEP) and Levelised Cost of Energy (LCOE) from the installed turbines, these
outputs also being influenced by turbine count, hub height and unit capacity.
The configuration selected for the project is 4 turbines at 125m hub height with 6.2MW unit
capacity. This configuration was selected after multiple alternatives were considered, with
examples outlined below:
•

The trade-off between hub height and turbine count was considered from both a visual
and an economic impact. As the hub height of a turbine is increased it accesses higher
capacity factor air flows, increasing the yield from those turbines. Hub heights from
95m, 125m and 150m have been considered.

•

As the hub height increases the ability to include higher capacity generation units also
correspondingly increases (due to blade size). At 95m hub heights the corresponding
generation units would be 4.2MW, while 125m and 150m hub heights can both
accommodate 5-6+ MW capacity turbines.

•

A 95m hub height would require 6 x 4.2 MW wind turbines to achieve the required
annual energy production, thus exceeding the available footprint and increasing visual
impact due to the higher turbine count. The increased count would also increase the
project CAPEX by approximately 20%, or alternatively, if constrained to only 4 turbines
significantly restrict the energy production impacting the project viability.

•

4 x 6 MW turbines were determined to provide adequate energy yield while restricting
the necessary turbine count and footprint. A 150m hub height would maximise the
energy yield of the turbines however the additional height would have a significant
increase in the visual height scale impact with inadequate benefit to offset this impact.
The 4 x 6 MW turbines at the 125 m hub height selected provides adequate energy
yield, while balancing turbine footprint, count and height scale impacts.

Hiringa Energy Limited
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In summary, the project has considered multiple factors to enable project viability while
managing and minimising the impacts of the turbines. The site selected is the only identified
viable site for the proposed project. Ultimately the commitment to remove the turbines at the
end of the useful life, or 35 years, whichever comes first, is a clear commitment to recognise
and mitigate these impacts.
4. Greenpeace/EDS/Forest and Bird
4.1. Comment by Greenpeace / EDS / Forest and Bird
Urea Production and hydrogen use
The organisations consider that green hydrogen is a possible solution for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions and air pollution if it displaces petroleum-based fuels in heavy
vehicles. However, it is clear from the consent application that the applicants do not
envisage using the hydrogen for anything other than urea production for at least the first
five years of the project. (pgs 3-4)
Given that the applicants intend to use 100% of the hydrogen produced for manufacturing
urea for at least the first five years of the project, there are no grounds for fast-tracking
this project. The EPA should reject the application and invite the applicants to re-submit at
a time when they can demonstrate that the hydrogen will only be used for purposes that
genuinely reduce emissions (e.g. heavy transport fuel). (pg 4)
However, we are concerned that the applicants intend primarily to use hydrogen as a
feedstock for urea production. Indeed, it appears that the applicants intend to use the
hydrogen produced through this project exclusively for manufacturing urea, at least in the
short-term. (pg 4).
If allowing the activity will increase domestic consumption of urea in Aotearoa, there is a
nexus between the increased production, and therefore consumption, and the
consequential adverse effects on greenhouse gas emissions and nitrogen pollution (as
discussed further below). (pg 5)

Response:
The renewable electricity produced by the turbines has multiple uses:
•

Supply of renewable electricity to the Ballance Kapuni plant.

•

Supply of renewable electricity to the grid, including grid support and ability to provide
additional generation during peak times.

•

Production of green hydrogen. The hydrogen has two uses - for supporting the
adoption of green hydrogen for transport replacing diesel and replacement fossil fuel
in the production of urea at the Ballance Kapuni plant.

Projects such as this are critical to achieving climate change targets, it will actively reduce
carbon emissions and fossil fuel consumption, without it, reliance on diesel and fossil fuels in
the transport sector will continue; inaction will continue.
The Ballance offtakes provide demand certainty to make the project viable and provides the
necessary investment certainty to fund the project.
Hiringa Energy Limited
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The project will provide an important source of renewable electricity for green hydrogen
production to support the adoption by transport operators and end users. The project will also
provide green hydrogen that can be used to trial other applications including on farm vehicle
use, emergency and remote power, and materials handling.
Green hydrogen use in transport - unlocking green hydrogen supply at scale for transport
decarbonisation:
•

Providing a flexible supply of green hydrogen to provide a zero emission alternative for
heavy transport is a key driver for the Applicants. The application states in Section 4.4
that the hydrogen will transition to transport with the goal of transitioning the green
hydrogen use to heavy transport within 5 years.

•

The Hiringa green hydrogen refuelling network has reached financial close with
equipment ordered, and stations scheduled to be operational in 2022. Heavy HFCEVs
have been ordered and are due for delivery in 2022, prior to the proposed turbines and
hydrogen production facility. One heavy HFCEV truck is equivalent to taking over 150
internal combustion engine (ICE) cars off the road.

•

The green hydrogen offtake from Ballance underpins the project. This scale is key to
providing a commercially viable alternative to diesel during the adoption phase of the
technology.

Green hydrogen use in urea production:
The Project will not in and of itself increase the use of urea in New Zealand. The use and rate
of application of urea is subject to a range of regulatory and industry based factors, which are
independent of the way in which urea is manufactured. The Project will however enable
imported urea to be replaced with lower emission domestically produced urea.
The urea produced by the Project will reduce global and New Zealand emissions from fertiliser
use. The Kapuni plant does not meet domestic demand with over 67% of the urea used in New
Zealand being imported. Ballance will replace imported urea with the lower emission
domestically produced urea.
The Applicants support the responsible use and reduction of applied urea measures in the
agriculture sector. These are applied and regulated outside of this project. Ballance AgriNutrients have provided an accompanying response about Urea use, key points are provided
below:
•

The Kapuni project does not increase use of urea in New Zealand. The use and rate of
application of urea is subject to a range of regulatory and industry based factors, which
are independent of the way in which urea is manufactured.

•

Urea application is regulated to a maximum of 190kg N/ ha

•

Regulation and tools are being developed in partnership with the Government under
He Waka eke Noa

Hiringa Energy Limited
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The Applicants agree that offsetting is not practical for this project and acknowledged this on
page 95 of the consent application.
Insight economics have completed an independent economic impact assessment of the
project (Appendix T). The assessment concludes that “the Project will result in significant
economic and financial benefits to both Taranaki and New Zealand”.
Insight Economics noted that the project with provide direct employment opportunities during
construction and operations, and that the project also assists to secure employment for the
125 employees and contractors of the existing Ballance plant.
Insight Economics also note that the project will have several important energy impacts,
including:
•

Increased Renewable Energy Generation - By combining the latest wind turbine
technology with an outstanding wind resource, the project generates low-cost,
commercially viable hydrogen as a clean energy source, and is thus an important steppingstone in reducing our dependence on fossil fuels.

•

Assistance with the Transition Away from Natural Gas - The Ballance plant is a large
industrial consumer of natural gas, which uses the same amount annually as all
households in the north island of NZ. The project provides a pathway for a carbon-free
alternative to gas and hence significantly reduces regional reliance on it as an energy
source for industrial processing.

•

Support for a Low-Carbon Heavy Vehicle Fleet – The project’s green hydrogen hub will be
linked to a supply and refuelling network that is currently being established across New
Zealand to enable the use of hydrogen fuel-cell technology as a new zero-emission heavy
transport mode – displacing imported fossil fuels with home-grown clean energy.

Insight economics also assessed the wider Economic effects of the proposal. They include:
•

Improved Regional Economic Diversity/Resilience - The Taranaki regional economy is
heavily reliant on a few sectors, such as dairy and Oil & Gas, so it lacks diversity and
resilience. The project helps improve regional economic diversity and thus makes it more
resilient to changes in domestic and global economic conditions over time.

•

Reduced Import Reliance – New Zealand is a major user and importer of urea. Producing
more of it locally will improve security of supply, while also displacing imports of it (which
are often made using coal and other fossil fuels).

•

Investment Signal Effects - The Project signals that Taranaki is a dynamic, adaptive, and
forward-thinking regional economy, which may encourage other regional businesses to
also invest and develop new innovative products and projects.

•

This Highest and Best Use of Land/Assets - Finally, the proposal will enable the subject sites
to be put to their highest and best uses, while also allowing existing dairy operations at
PKW farms to continue unaffected by the wind turbines proposed to locate there””

Please also refer to the letter of support from Taranaki’s economic development agency
Venture Taranaki included in the appendices.
Hiringa Energy Limited
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Response:
This comment is addressed in the Statement of Evidence of Emily Hilton, HSEQ Manager for Hiringa
Energy. A summary of the response is provided below:
•

An assessment of immediate and delayed explosion scenarios are specifically included in
the Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) undertaken by Worley NZ for this project, the
results of which are summarised in Appendix S, and full results detailed in Reference 5 of
Appendix S.

•

Generation Zero (GZ) engaged an independent risk expert, Sherpa, to review Appendix S
and reference 5. Sherpa state that the QRA was appropriate for hydrogen, and specifically
mentions the metric used for measuring effects from explosions.

•

Ballance Agri-Nutrients already manufacture and handle hydrogen at their Kapuni plant so
have extensive experience managing hydrogen and the associated risks.

13.11. Comment by Emily Bailey for Generation Zero

Response:
Refer to comment under 4.1 and 6.4 regarding the use of renewable electricity.
As we bounce back from COVID-induced recession, the world is using more coal and oil than
before, resulting in the second largest annual increase in CO2 emissions in history.1 There is an
urgent global need for versatile, larger scale, longer term and transportable energy storage to
further strengthen the business case for widespread renewable deployment. Green hydrogen can
meet these needs and the technology is ready today.
With respect to green hydrogen use and the role green hydrogen and green ammonia can play in
decarbonization there are many available references. Some include:
IEA (Hydrogen): https://www.iea.org/reports/global-hydrogen-review-2021
IEA (Ammonia) : https://www.iea.org/reports/ammonia-technology-roadmap/executive-summary
IRENA : https://www.irena.org/publications/2019/Sep/Hydrogen-A-renewable-energy-perspective
The views expressed are counter to key environmental groups around the world. Greenpeace UK
stated in their recent submission to the UK Parliament “For a zero carbon economy, zero carbon
hydrogen will be essential. Greenpeace believes this needs to be green hydrogen from electrolysis
from renewable electricity.”2

1
2

https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2021/executive-summary
https://committees.parliament.uk/writtenevidence/19876/pdf/
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Appendices:
Appendix 1: Summary table of proposed modifications to the consent conditions
Appendix 2: Email from TKONT
Appendix 3: Letter of support from E tū
Appendix 4: Letter of support from Venture Taranaki
Appendix 5: Statement of Expert Evidence from Boyden Evans (Landscape and Visual)
Appendix 6: Statement of Evidence from Emily Hilton (Risk)
Appendix 7: Statement of Expert Evidence from Cameron Twigley (Planning)
Appendix 8: Statement of Expert Evidence from Simon Faulkner (Engineering)
Appendix 9: Legal Submissions from Lauren Wallace
Appendix 10: Response to Comments from Ballance Agri-Nutrients
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Appendix 1: Proposed modifications to the consent conditions
Consent
Condition
12

Submission

Original Consent Condition

Amended consent wording

No submission.
Change by
Applicant.
Generation Zero

The turbine towers, nacelle and rotors shall be painted offwhite / light grey matt finish (RAL 7035).

The turbine towers, nacelle and rotors shall be painted off-white
/ light grey matt finish (RAL 7035).

The consent holder must prepare a copy of an Emergency
Response Plan for the hydrogen facilities at the Ballance Plant.
The Plan shall be provided to the Group Manager Environmental Services, South Taranaki District Council prior to
operation of the hydrogen facilities and any subsequent
updates to the Plan shall also be provided.

61

Infrastructure
New Zealand

New Condition

63

Infrastructure
New Zealand

(c) Note: Prior to the commencement of the construction works
authorised as part of this resource consent, the consent holder
may need to enter into a road maintenance agreement with the
South Taranaki District Council (as Road Controlling Authority)
for any roads that are expected to experience an increase in
traffic volumes of 150% or more and continue for the period of
that increase in traffic volumes.

The consent holder must prepare a copy of an Emergency
Response Plan for the all new hydrogen facilities at the Ballance
Plant for the Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project. The Plan shall be
provided to the Group Manager - Environmental Services, South
Taranaki District Council prior to operation of the hydrogen
facilities and any subsequent updates to the Plan shall also be
provided.
Prior to commencement of any earthworks associated with the
installation of the hydrogen pipeline at the Ballance Site, the
consent holder shall provide evidence to the Group Manager –
Environmental Services, South Taranaki District Council that a
Pipeline Easement Permit has been obtained from FirstGas
(c) Note: Prior to the commencement of the construction works
authorised as part of this resource consent, the consent holder
may need to will enter into a road maintenance agreement with
the South Taranaki District Council (as Road Controlling
Authority) for any roads that are expected to experience an
increase in traffic volumes of 150% or more and continue for the
period of that increase in traffic volumes.

80

Heritage New
Zealand
Pouhere Taonga

Archaeological Discovery Protocol
(80) In the event of a discovery of archaeological material, the
consent holder shall ensure work ceases immediately and the
procedures outlined in the archaeological discovery protocol
within the document “Green Hydrogen Project, Archaeological
Assessment of Effects dated April 2021” are followed.

44
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This Archaeological Discovery Protocol will apply to the
unexpected recovery of artefacts or archaeological material
encountered during earthworks undertaken as part of this
project. The following procedure will be adopted if
archaeological evidence is discovered, or is reasonably suspected
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Consent
Condition

Submission

Original Consent Condition

Amended consent wording
to have been discovered during earthworks involved in this
project:
(a)If a contractor observes potential archaeological material or
artefacts, the contractor must cease works. The project
supervisor should be called to the location of the find.
Construction work at the site will cease in the area of the
discovery, for a reasonable period of time, to allow a site
inspection by a qualified archaeologist.
(b) The project supervisor will contact the project archaeologist
to confirm the find. The project archaeologist must inform the
Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga (HNZPT)regional
archaeologist as soon as a find is confirmed. The relevant Iwi
representatives should be advised of the find at this time, if not
prior.
(c)The site must be secured in a way that protects the site as far
as possible from further damage. Temporary fencing with a 5m
buffer around the find is recommended.
(d) If kōiwi tangata (human remains) are encountered during
earthworks or erosion, no further modification of the site
concerned shall occur until the project archaeologist, Tangata
Whenua, HNZPT and the NZ Police have been advised and their
responses received.
(e)The conditions of any authority under the Heritage New
Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 62014, any resource consent under
the Resource Management Act 1991, Protected Objects Act
1975, Coroners Act 2006, or any equivalent replacement
legislation that may result from an archaeological discovery, are
to be observed. Kaumatua will be given the opportunity to
conduct karakia and such other religious or cultural ceremonies,
as required.

Hiringa Energy Limited
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Consent
Condition

99

Submission

Te Korowai o
Ngaruahine
Trust

Original Consent Condition

Amended consent wording

(99) The Decommissioning Plan shall be prepared in
collaboration with Te Korowai o Ngāruahine Trust, Ngāti Tu and
Ngāti Manuhiakai evidence of this shall be submitted to the
Group Manager – Environmental Services, South Taranaki
District Council.

(f) Earthworks activity on-site can recommence as soon as the
archaeologist and other relevant parties have given approval (this
may include the HNZPT, local Iwi and the New Zealand Police,
depending on their involvement). Works may recommence in
another area on-site away from the find at the discretion of the
project archaeologist
(99) The Decommissioning Plan shall be prepared in
collaboration with Te Korowai o Ngāruahine Trust, Ngāti Tu and
Ngāti Manuhiakai, and evidence of this shall be submitted to the
Group Manager – Environmental Services, South Taranaki District
Council. If hydrogen production associated with the Project is to
continue at the Ballance site after the duration of the consent,
the Decommissioning Plan shall also include an Alternative Site
Plan that is to be prepared in collaboration with Ngāti Tu and
Ngāti Manuhiakai. The Alternative Site Plan shall as a minimum
contain a process to identify an alternative site, or sites situated
coastward of SH45, to locate any replacement wind turbines on.

In addition the recommended changes to the consent conditions suggested by Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga below are supported
Move Condition of Consent #79 in the Archaeology section to be moved to the Cultural Section
(79) Archaeology
(79) The consent holder shall provide an opportunity for a representative of Ngāti Tu and Ngāti Manuhiakai hapū to be present on site during any earthworks for the Kapuni
Green Hydrogen Project.
Add Archaeology advice note

Hiringa Energy Limited
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Archaeology advice note:
All archaeological sites are protected under the Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga Act 2014. An archaeological site is defined as a place associated with pre-1900
human activity, where there may be evidence relating to the history of New Zealand. This includes pre-1900 sites associated with Māori and non-Māori activity.
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Appendix 5: Statement of Expert Evidence from Boyden Evans (Landscape and Visual)
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BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AUTHORITY

IN THE MATTER OF

the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track
Consenting) Act 2020 (‘the Act’)

AND
IN THE MATTER

of the application by Hiringa Energy Ltd
and Ballance Agri-Nutrients Ltd to
establish and operate a renewable wind
energy facility with associated hydrogen
production, storage, offtake and
refuelling infrastructure.

STATEMENT OF LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL EVIDENCE OF BOYDEN HENRY EVANS
02 November 2021

INTRODUCTION
1.

My name is Boyden Henry Evans.

2.

I am a landscape architect and Consulting Partner in the Wellington office
of Boffa Miskell Limited, a multidisciplinary environmental planning and
design consultancy.

3.

I prepared the Landscape and Visual Effects Assessment (LVEA) for the
Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project submitted as part of the application.

4.

My evidence pertains to landscape and visual effects matters and is
provided on behalf of the applicants for the Kapuni Green Hydrogen
Project in response to comments received from parties invited to
comment on the application.
QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

5.

I hold a Bachelor of Science in botany and pedology from Victoria
University of Wellington (1975) and a Postgraduate Diploma in Landscape
Architecture from Lincoln University (1977). I am a Fellow of the New
Zealand Institute of Landscape Architects.

6.

I have been a practising landscape architect since 1977 and have spent the
past 35 years as a landscape consultant with Boffa Miskell Limited based in
the Wellington office but working on projects throughout New Zealand.

7.

I have worked on a range of projects for corporate and private clients and
for territorial authorities and government agencies in various parts of New
Zealand. This work includes district and regional landscape assessments
and resource studies, and landscape and visual effects assessments for
many types of development projects, including assessments of natural
character. These include infrastructure projects, such as wind farms, new
roads, quarries, transmission lines, and rural lifestyle and residential
subdivisions. I have also been involved in many site rehabilitation and
revegetation projects and have prepared master plans and management
plans for reserves and other areas.

8.

These projects have involved a combination of landscape and visual effects
assessments, identification of outstanding natural features and
landscapes, assessment of natural character and subsequently preparing
and presenting expert witness evidence.
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9.

Over the past 18 years, I have been involved in wind farm investigations
and preparing landscape and visual effects assessments and evidence for
several wind farms, including: Te Āpiti Wind Farm (2003); Titiokura Wind
Farm (2005); Te Waka Wind Farm (2006); Tararua Wind Farm (Stage 3,
2007); Te Uku Wind Farm (peer review, 2007); Te Rere Hau Wind Farm
(peer review, 2009); Kinleith Wind Farm (2012); Turitea Wind Farm
(variations 2018); Puketoi Wind Farm (variations 2021).

EXPERT WITNESS CODE OF CONDUCT
10.

While this is not a hearing before the Environment Court, I confirm that I
have read, and agree to comply with, the Environment Court’s Code of
Conduct for Expert Witnesses (Environment Court of New Zealand Practice
Note 2014). This evidence I am presenting has been prepared in
accordance with the Code and is within my area of my expertise, except
where I state that I am relying on the evidence of another person. To the
best of my knowledge, I have not omitted to consider any material facts
known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions I express.

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS FROM GENERATION ZERO
11.

Emily Tuhi-Ao Bailey
In section 3 of her comments, Emily Tuhi-Ao Bailey states:
“I believe there will be significant impacts from visual disturbance of the
view of their Koro Taranaki from the various marae and other culturally
significant sites in the area.” It is curious to note that in the visual
diagrams provided of the view from each marae, that some of the views are
not taken from positions people at the marae would stand at to view their
Koro. The view from Waiokura marae in particular should have wind
turbines directly infront of their Koro Taranaki when standing on the
marae, as opposed to how it is shown in the diagram from across the other
side of the road where very few might stand.”

Response
12.
Landscape assessments were carried out in respect to each of the marae
and level of landscape and visual effects were described, and in each case,
a representative visual simulation was prepared.
13.

The level of effects was assessed by considering the overall context and
relationship between each of the marae and the four turbines of the
Kapuni Green Hydrogen project and not solely in relation to a single
viewpoint. In each case, a viewpoint from the adjoining public road was
selected to provide a representative view of the turbines from the marae
environs. In all cases (i.e. not just in relation to the marae), selection of
3

each viewpoint was made to avoid tall hedgerows, groups of trees or
landform that may screen or partly obscure views of the turbines. This
sometimes meant moving to a viewpoint position along the road but
maintaining the same angle of view as would be obtained from a position
directly in front of the marae.
14.

Given the geographical distribution of the marae across South Taranaki,
the relative position of the turbines to each marae varied; from some
marae the turbines would be viewed from the rear of the marae while in
others the turbines would be viewed from the front areas of the marae.

15.

In relation to Waiokura Marae in Winks Road, the viewpoint is from the
edge of the road opposite the front of the marae; the cluster of four
turbines sit to right (east) of the maunga as illustrated in viewpoint H111-A
and H111-B. If the viewpoint photograph was taken from the front of the
marae, the angle of view would change slightly but it would not affect the
landscape context nor the spatial relationship and separation between the
maunga and the turbines.

Feedback-Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project-Landscape
16.

Below, each point raised in the feedback on matters in relation the
Landscape and Visual Effects Assessment (LVEA) only is addressed (i.e.
points 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9). The matter raised under the Landscape sub-heading
is shown in italics followed by my response.

Point 1: Taranaki Maunga is considered an outstanding natural feature/landscape
by the South Taranaki District Plan (STDP). 1 The proposed wind turbines will have
an adverse impact on the appreciation of Taranaki Maunga and the surrounding
landscape.
Response
17.
From some locations the proposed turbines will have an adverse impact of
varying degree on the views and appreciation of the Taranaki Maunga and
the surrounding landscape; the landscape and visual effects assessment
(LVEA) states this in relation to the marae and from public areas and
private properties. The level of landscape and visual effects varies.
18.

The nature of the effect is stated (i.e. adverse, neutral) and also the level
of effect based on a 7-point scale ranging from very high to very low).

Point 5: The landscape character level of effects has been described as moderate
to high and the nature of the effects as adverse.
Response
4

19.

Section 7.1 Landscape Effects describes landscape effects and Table 6
summarises landscape effects in relation to effects on landform,
vegetation, and on landscape character. The table sets out the
‘contributing factors’ to the level of effect and the nature of effect in
relation to natural character.

20.

The small cluster of evenly spaced turbines in the gently sloping landscape
of the ring plain contributes to the level of effects on landscape character
and the effects will vary depending on the scale and landscape context.
While the turbines will be new elements on the ring plain their spatial
extent will be limited, and the presence of the turbines will not adversely
affect the continuation of stock grazing on the existing dairy farm site. The
assessment also acknowledges that for Nga Iwi o Taranaki activities on the
ring plain are linked physically and metaphysically to the maunga.

Point 6: The landscape and visual effects assessments describe low, moderate and
high effects for residential, private, public and marae viewpoints however they do
not appear to provide any comparison to the Resource Management Act legal
descriptors relating to effects such as ‘less than minor’, ‘minor’ and ‘more than
minor’.
Response
21.
The LVEA explains the assessment methodology and uses a seven-point
scale adopted by the New Zealand Institute of Landscape Architects
(NZILA) to assess landscape and visual effects. The RMA descriptors
referred to above are terms that the planners involved in an application
and responsible for drawing together all the expert reports and
conclusions to provide an overall determination. There is no need or
requirement for a landscape assessment to use the ‘less than minor’,
minor’ or ‘more than minor’ terms given that the descriptors around the
seven-point scale are clearly outlined in the methodology in Section 5.0 of
the LVEA.

Point 7: According ‘Te Tangi a Te Manu Aotearoa New Zealand landscape
assessment guidelines’ high can be described as “significant”; moderate as “more
than minor”; and low as “minor” in terms of the Resource Management Act.
Response
22.
Te Tangi a Te Manu Aotearoa New Zealand Landscape Assessment
Guidelines have been in development over the past 4 years; several of us
in Boffa Miskell contributed to the formulation and development of these
guidelines. NZILA formally adopted the Guidelines at the 2021 AGM in
May. The Guidelines are now going through an editorial process and will
be published in due course.
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23.

The Kapuni Green Hydrogen LVEA was carried out in 2020 and finalised
earlier this year. The LVEA followed the assessment methodology
developed by Boffa Miskell that is described in report.

24.

In the Guidelines, the discussion on ‘Activity status’ in sections 6.35
through to 6.40 refers to the use of the terms ‘minor’, ‘less than minor’,
‘no more than minor’ and ‘significant’ noting that these apply to the RMA
‘gateway’ tests for non-complying activities under section s104D, and tests
for determining affected party status and public notification under RMA
s95. It also notes that such terms are over-used and that in the “interests
of precision, only use them in those situations where they are relevant.”
Further on the Guidelines do include a diagram showing the relationship of
the 7-point scale to the terms ‘minor’, ‘less than minor’, ‘no more than
minor’ and ‘significant’, it urges against an overly mechanical approach
and notes that assessments of whether effects are minor requires a
reasoned judgement.

25.

With the NZILA’s formal adoption of the Te Tangi a Te Manu Landscape
Assessment Guidelines, Boffa Miskell is making some minor changes to
some aspects and terminology used in our in-house landscape assessment
guidelines that have been in place for many years.

26.

The planning team preparing the project application has considered all of
the expert assessments and concluded that in terms of the overall effects
of the project are not significant but also noting the findings and
conclusions of the individual expert reports.

Point 8: For example, there were a range of low through to high level of visual
effects in the 9 public viewpoints chosen with 6 of the sites having an adverse
effect. This means that the public would be considered as having effects that are
“minor”, “more than minor” and ‘significant” yet they have no opportunity to
participate.
Response
27.
I think it is important to consider this statement above in context. My
response is similar to the comments above in relation to point 7 and the
use and application of the terms, ’minor’, ‘less than minor’, more than
minor’ and ‘significant’.
28.

Assessing visual effects from a range of locations public and private
provides a representative range of viewpoints to document visual effects
and assists in making an overall judgement. Of the nine representative
public viewpoints included in the LVEA, seven are rated as having a low
level of visual effects. From one public viewpoint, the visual effects are
high adverse and the other moderate adverse. Recording one high
adverse rating does not automatically mean that visual effects of the
Project are significant. The representative viewpoint rated high adverse is
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from the junction of Normanby Road and Kokiri Road, both are rural roads
with low traffic numbers. The issue is not about ‘numbers’ but as I have
noted above, it is about undertaking a wide-ranging assessment and
applying professional judgement.

Point 9: It is also not clear from the landscape and visual effects assessment
provided by the applicant how individual landowners in the vicinity of the public
viewpoints assessments are considered particularly in light of the effects described.
Response
29.
The approach to selecting a range of representative viewpoints from
private properties was like that undertaken for the public viewpoints. Site
visits and assessments were carried out from many locations at or
immediately adjacent to private properties and dwellings. In addition, a
desktop assessment of visual effects of the Project from private dwellings
was carried out and this is included as Appendix 4 of the LVEA.
30.

Six private properties were selected as representative viewpoints for visual
simulations to be prepared as part of the overall assessment.

31.

In my opinion, the combination of field work and assessments carried out
from public, private and marae locations as documented in the LVEA
provide a comprehensive overview of the landscape and visual effects of
the Project.

Dated this 02nd Day of November 2021.

Boyden Henry Evans
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Appendix 6: Statement of Evidence from Emily Hilton (Risk)

Hiringa Energy Limited
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BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AUTHORITY

IN THE MATTER OF

the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track
Consenting) Act 2020 (‘the Act’)

AND
IN THE MATTER

of the application by Hiringa Energy Ltd
and Ballance Agri-Nutrients Ltd to
establish and operate a renewable wind
energy facility with associated hydrogen
production, storage, offtake and
refuelling infrastructure.

STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE OF EMILY ROSE HILTON
02 November 2021

INTRODUCTION
1.

My name is Emily Rose Hilton.

2.

I hold the position of HSEQ Manager at Hiringa Energy Limited, a green
energy company based in New Plymouth.

3.

My evidence pertains to risk assessment matters and is provided on behalf
of the applicants for the Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project in response to
comments received from parties invited to comment on the application.
QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

4.

I hold a Master of Science in Risk & Safety Management from Liverpool John
Moore’s University.

5.

I have been working in a risk and safety role for 9 years. I was a Senior
Engineer for a risk consultancy in the UK for 7 years and for the last 21
months have worked as Senior Risk and Safety Engineer for Hiringa Energy,
recently moving into the position of HSEQ Manager. My experience in the
UK was predominantly in the renewable energy sector, with a focus on
onshore & offshore wind projects and green hydrogen production. My
career has involved undertaking various risk management activities,
including HAZIDs, HAZOPs, safety case production, fire risk assessments,
emergency response planning, workshop facilitation and technical
document authoring.

6.

My role at Hiringa is to lead all health and safety aspects for the company,
including facilitation of risk management activities. I work closely with the
engineering team to ensure all Hiringa projects are designed, executed and
operated safely and that they are delivered in accordance with the
company’s policies and procedures, and in accordance with NZ legislation,
regulations, and international standards.

7.

I am the author of the Risk Management Process Summary Report
(Appendix S) of the application.

8.

As part of the risk management process, Worley NZ were engaged by
Hiringa to undertake quantitative modelling of ignited and unignited
hydrogen releases to determine worst-case consequences for fire and
explosion scenarios. Worley are a global engineering company providing
expert consultancy services, including risk management solutions. The
methodology and software used for the assessments were standard
industry solutions, applied extensively to high-hazard industries. Appendix
1 presents the CVs for the engineers who conducted the consequence
assessment and QRA for this project. The CVs provide evidence of the
competency and experience of the engineers.
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
9.

Todd Energy and Generation Zero submitted comments on the risk
assessment undertaken for the project (Appendix S of the application). Both
parties requested a copy of Reference 5 of Appendix S and Todd also
requested a copy of Reference 3. Reference 3 is the Hydrogen Refuelling
Station Generic Consequence Assessment (HRCA) and Reference 5 is the
Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project QRA Report, 503958-RPT-R0005, April 2021
(QRA), both of which were prepared by Worley NZ.

10.

Todd Energy made the following comments:
“To confirm the fatality contours and other conclusions in the
Summary Report are robust, Todd requests the opportunity to review
the two key reports listed within Section 6 of the Summary Report,
page 28 that were not provided as a part of the application, being;
o Reference 3 (Hydrogen Refuelling Station Generic
Consequence Assessment, 503958-RPTR002, January 2021),
and
o Reference 5 (Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project QRA report,
503958-RPT-R0005, April 2021),
Todd would like the opportunity to review and if required, comment
on these reports. For instance, Todd would like to understand the
Reference 5 report assumptions to ensure they are robust and
confirm the loadout frequency, risks and/or assumptions associated
with the MEGC1 & 2 portable storage units.
o The proposed refuelling area adjoining Palmer Rd, with the
electrolyser, mobile storage compressor and the MEGC1 and
MEGC2 mobile storage units, are located;
o 40-60 metres from the KGTP car park,
o 70 metres from offices that accommodate around 10-15
people during the working week,
o 95 meters from the KGTP reception and office areas that
accommodate around 6-8 people during the working week,
and
o 100 metres from the existing KGTP LPG tanker loadout
facility.
Todd has reviewed the detailed application and assessment of
effects. The application is well presented and generally provides a
high level of detail for assessment and decision making. However,
given the proximity of its people to the proposed development, Todd
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would like to have had the opportunity to assess the offsite risk
analysis in more detail.”
11.

Todd Energy were provided with the HRCA and QRA for review. After their
review they requested further clarification regarding truck refuelling
activities and mobile MEGC refilling activities. The findings of the QRA shows
that the red risk contour (applicable to industrial zones) remains within the
site boundary, and that the yellow contour (applicable to office buildings)
does not cross over into the Todd boundary.

12.

Hiringa has subsequently received confirmation from Todd Energy that they
now have a good understanding of the hypothetical risk scenarios and
consider their query answered/resolved (Refer to Appendix 2 for a copy of
the email communication between myself and Nik Pyselman).

13.

Generation Zero engaged an independent risk exert at Sherpa Consulting to
review Appendix S of the application and the QRA. Sherpa Consulting have
made the following comment:
“In my view the cumulative risk associated with all surrounding
hazardous facilities has not been comprehensively addressed as
required under the STDP. This should be addressed in greater detail
and a clearer basis for discounting scenarios involving the H2 pipeline
also provided”.

14.

It is accepted that cumulative risk is a concern for congested areas.
However, the separation distance between the refuelling station and the
core Ballance plant, as well as the refuelling station and the Todd Energy
facility is sufficient enough that congestion is not an issue, and as such it is
not expected that an event at one facility would escalate into causing a
major incident at another facility.

15.

In terms of managing cumulative risk, control of third-party hazards is not
feasible but the risk management processes that Ballance, Hiringa and Todd
Energy have in place reduces the risk to all parties. There is also a mutual
aid agreement between Todd Energy and Ballance which Hiringa will
become part of once operational. If there were an emergency in progress at
one site, the neighbouring sites can take the appropriate measures to
protect their plant (e.g. move to safe-state if necessary), and provide aid to
the site experiencing the emergency.

16.

With reference to the findings of the QRA undertaken by Worley NZ;
a) the contours for the electrolyser located within Ballance's plant
show the risk to be contained to the area immediately surrounding
the electrolyser. The proposed hydrogen piping from the
electrolyser to the tie-in point in Ballance's plant does not increase
the current risk profile in that area due to the large volume of
hydrogen inventory currently present from Ballance's process.
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b) The applicable risk contour from the refuelling station (red contour
in figure 11 of Appendix S) does not extend beyond the boundary,
and the other risk contours applicable to more sensitive receptors
(e.g. schools, office buildings, hospitals) do not extend further than
the Todd Energy carpark.
c) These findings show that the risks introduced by this project are
acceptable and that the contours do not extend into other
hazardous areas (with the exception of the piping from electrolyser
to Ballance plant).
17.

Sherpa Consulting, as part of Generation Zero’s submission, has made the
following comment:
“As a suggestion, to address these issues:
• Clarify the scope of the ERP to ensure it covers all H2 facilities
• Consider adding an extra condition of consent that requires provision
of an updated QRA based on the detailed design (rather than the
generic design) that confirms compliance with all relevant risk
criteria, and also assesses cumulative risk in relation to all
surrounding facilities. Also require that the QRA be updated for any
expansion that increases hazardous substances quantities beyond
that considered in the design stage QRA.”

18.

I can confirm that the ERP scope will cover all hydrogen facilities
(electrolyser plant, pipeline and the refuelling station). Condition 44 has
been updated to clarify the scope.

Condition 44 current wording
The consent holder must prepare a copy
of an Emergency Response Plan for the
hydrogen facilities at the Ballance Plant.
The Plan shall be provided to the Group
Manager - Environmental Services, South
Taranaki District Council prior to
operation of the hydrogen facilities and
any subsequent updates to the Plan shall
also be provided.

Condition 44 proposed new wording
The consent holder must prepare a copy
of an Emergency Response Plan for all
new hydrogen facilities for this Kapuni
Green Hydrogen Project. The Plan shall
be provided to the Group Manager Environmental Services, South Taranaki
District Council prior to operation of the
hydrogen facilities and any subsequent
updates to the Plan shall also be
provided.

19.

I have already responded to the issue of cumulative risk in paragraphs 14,
15, 16, above.

20.

Although based on a generic station layout, the QRA was representative of
the hazards and risk specific to this project as site-specific wind conditions
were used in the analysis, as well as accurate equipment locations,
equipment design and layout. It is not intended that any of these key
elements will change, however if the final design is different from the
proposed design then the QRA will be re-assessed to reflect the changes.
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21.

The QRA was modelled on the maximum hydrogen production capability of
the electrolysers. The confines of this consent will limit the project from
producing hydrogen quantities beyond this limit, however if there was ever
a change to hydrogen production the QRA will be re-assessed.

22.

Sherpa Consulting, as part of Generation Zero’s submission, has made the
following comment:
“As per Section 4.8 (of appendix S) the underground section of H2 piping
between Ballance and the refueling station was not modelled in the QR. It
was noted that if there were a release from the buried piping it is predicted
that any release would lose its momentum before it reaches the surface and
readily disperse into the atmosphere. This may not be the case for a puncture
of the pressurized H2 pipeline by an excavator or similar (e.g. machinery
working with the irrigation piping). A similar scenario for a natural gas
pipeline could result in a large fireball (although I recognise the H2 pipeline
is likely to be much smaller diameter and at a lower pressure than gas).”

23.

A release from a buried section of hydrogen piping was not modelled in the
QRA, however as stated in Section 4.8 of Appendix S of the consent
application, a release of the entire underground piping inventory was
modelled as a release at the end of the piping (where it rises above ground
at the refuelling station) to assess the worst case consequence of a release
(i.e. because at this location it would have the entire piping inventory, as
well as above-ground receptors for an ignited or unignited release).
Therefore, the consequences and effects of a release from the underground
piping has been assessed.

24.

There are various measures in place to prevent rupture of the piping where
buried.
a) The new piping is installed on Ballance land (as opposed to a 3rd
party farm) with Ballance having control of activities
b) The new piping will be surveyed on installation and site plans
updated. These plans are used in Ballance’s processes when
planning any excavation work on their site, noting that the
underground piping will run underneath private land owned by
Ballance so access by unauthorized persons requires prior
authorisation. Marker tape will indicate the location of the hydrogen
piping.
c) Within Ballance’s system no excavations can take place without
confirming underground services via a ‘utilities scan’. Excavations
are then managed via a permit. Permits are only valid for the specific
activity, new permits are required for activities outside the scope of
works.
d) The hydrogen pipe is 2” in diameter and contains a small inventory,
with only the electrolysers upstream suppling the piping (i.e. there
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is no storage of hydrogen upstream which could lead to a large or
prolonged release). If there were a pipe rupture, a pressure-drop
would be detected on the control system which would shutdown the
electrolysers.
25.

Should the hydrogen piping rupture in an underground section, the
relatively small volume that would be released would require an ignition
source. In normal circumstances there are no ignition sources in the
irrigation paddock and under abnormal circumstances, i.e. excavation, there
would be controls in place to limit ignition sources in the area in the event
of an unintentional release. The piping is buried under private land that is
controlled and owned by Ballance so other abnormal conditions due to
unauthorised access are unable to be quantitively assessed due to inability
to control third-party actions. However, the risk has been reduced as far as
practicable to prevent intentional puncture of buried piping.

26.

Emily Bailey for Generation Zero made the following comment:
“4. The explosive hazards.
Despite hydrogen being a well know highly explosive material, there is very
little in the consent application addressing the hazards of explosions during
hydrogen production, storage, refuelling and transportation. This needs far
more research and risk management planning.”

27.

An assessment of immediate and delayed explosion scenarios are
specifically included in the Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) undertaken
by Worley NZ for this project, the results of which are summarised in
Appendix S, and full results detailed in Reference 5 of Appendix S.
Generation Zero (GZ) engaged an independent risk expert, Sherpa, to
review Appendix S and reference 5. The findings of Sherpa’s review is
included with GZs comments, an extract of which is provided below in
italics. Sherpa state that the QRA was appropriate for hydrogen, and
specifically mentions the metric used for measuring effects from explosions;
“Whilst there is currently significant research being undertaken into
consequence modelling of hydrogen scenarios and some change in
recommended approaches may emerge, the QRA work to date is consistent
with methods currently available for H2 modelling. Assumptions have been
adopted based on available guidance specific to hydrogen (for example:
reference to HYRAM, inclusion of very small leak sizes compared to a typical
oil and gas QRA, use of blast curve 10 for containerised H2 explosion
scenarios)”.

28.

For context, blast strength is applied on a scale of 1 to 10 when modelling
Vapour Cloud Explosion (VCE) scenarios, 1 being the weakest blast strength
and 10 the strongest. A blast curve strength of 10 was conservatively applied
for this project based on the latest research undertaken by Fire and Blast
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Information Group (FABIG)1 and HyRAM2. The QRA as a whole was
purposefully conservative to ensure the worst-case consequences were
known and could be managed sufficiently.
29.

The effects from the modelled explosion scenarios were assessed against
the criteria set in the industry accepted “New South Wales Hazardous
Industry Planning Advisory Paper (HIPAP) No. 4”. Table 7-1 in reference 5 of
Appendix S presents the results of the QRA against the HIPAP criteria and
determines that the risk criteria is met. The risks associated with explosion
for this project is therefore considered to be managed to as low as
reasonably practicable.

30.

It is worth noting that hydrogen has been used for several decades in New
Zealand in the manufacturing sector without significant incident, including
at the Ballance Kapuni plant. Ballance manufacture hydrogen from natural
gas in significantly higher quantities than what will be produced by the
proposed works, and are therefore experienced and competent at
managing risks associated with hydrogen. The proposed works will be
captured in the Ballance safety case as required by the Major Hazard Facility
(MHF) regulations. The proposed works do not add any new hazards to the
site and do not increase the current risk profile for the site.

Dated this 02nd Day of November 2021.

Emily Rose Hilton

1

The Fire And Blast Information Group (FABIG) aims to be the globally recognised centre of
excellence for the sharing of technical knowledge and practical guidance on fire and explosion
hazards.
2
Hydrogen Risk Assessment Model (HyRAM) is a software toolkit integrating state-of-the-art
models and data for assessing hydrogen safety.
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APPENDIX 1 – Worley CVs

1. Hailey Lee

Worley CV_Lee Jisu
Hailey.pdf

2. Yvette Lee

Lee
Yvette_Worley.pdf

3. Elsimarie Gloy

Elsimarie
Gloy_Worley CV.docx

Stonier Nicholas.pdf

4. Nick Stonier

Hailey Lee
Safety and Risk Engineer

Summary
Hailey is a Safety and Risk Engineer with over ten (10) years of experience across process safety and process
engineering in the oil and gas field. She has worked for major refinery and petrochemical projects in the
Middle East, Asia, America and New Zealand.
•

•

Hands-on experience in a wide range of process hazard and risk analyses in the oil and gas
industry
Proficiency in relevant technical computing tools; DNV PHAST, PHAST Risk, Safeti, US EPA
SCREEN3, AERMOD, Aspen HYSYS, PRO-II

Experience Highlights
2019 - Present

Safety and Risk Engineer, Worley New Zealand Ltd., New Plymouth, New Zealand
Hiringa, Hydrogen Refuelling Station, New Zealand
 Desktop Study


Generic Consequence Assessment



Generic Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA)

TODD, Kapuni Gas Treatment Plant and Kapuni Production Station, New Zealand
 Desktop Study


Fire and Explosion Assessment (FEA)



Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA)

NZOSL, MHF Terminals (Lyttelton, Dunedin, Seaview and Napier), New Zealand
 Desktop Study


Physical Effects Modelling (PEM)

OMV, Various Projects, New Zealand
 Desktop Study

2014 - 2018



HSSE Checklist



ALARP Demonstration



Safety Case Update

Process Safety Engineer, Samsung Engineering, Seoul, S. Korea
GC OXIRANE PO (Propylene Oxide) Project, Thailand, USD 500 million, PO 200,000
metric tons per year
 Desktop Study


Hazardous Area Classification (HAC) Drawings and Hazardous Source List



Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA)



Fire and Gas Detector Mapping Study

 Workshops


Hazard and Operability (HAZOP) study and Safety Integrity Level (SIL) study

Worley CV_Lee Jisu Hailey.docx

Yvette Lee
Senior Safety and Risk Engineer

Summary
Yvette is a Senior Safety and Risk Engineer with over 10 years experience, working predominantly in the
onshore / offshore oil, gas and petrochemical industries in supporting clients with Formal Safety
Assessment, Risk Assessment and other risk analysis studies. She has widespread experience in
computational consequence modelling of toxic and flammable hazardous.
Areas of particular expertise:



Formal Safety Assessments including Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA), Fire and Explosion
Analysis (FEA), Emergency System Survivability Analysis (ESSA) and Escape, Evacuation and Rescue
Analysis (EERA), etc.



Computational Consequence Modelling software and Risk Assessment Software including BP Cirrus,
Shell FRED and Shell Shepherd, and DNV GL Phast and PhastRisk (Safeti).

Experience Highlights
2011 – Present

Senior Safety and Risk Engineer, Worley New Zealand Ltd
Project Name – Shell Taranaki Limited
 Update the Safety Cases for STL Paritutu Tank Farm and Omata Tank Farms.
 Perform the ALARP Demonstration reviews for the tank farms.

Project Name – OMV NZ Ltd
 Project lead for the Maari Wellhead Platform Formal Safety Assessment.
 Fire and Explosion Analysis (FEA) and Quantitative Risk Analysis (QRA) for the Maari Wellhead

Platform.

Project Name – Shell Exploration New Zealand Limited
 Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) for the Pohokura Production Station using DNV GL Phast

Risk software.

Project Name – Shell Todd Oil Services Limited
 Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) for the STOS EIL and T‐3500 Tank Farms using Shell FRED

and Shepherd software.

 Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) for the STOS Maui Production Station (MPS) using Shell

FRED and Shepherd software.

 Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) for the STOS Paritutu Tank Farm (PTF) using Shell FRED

and Shepherd software.

Lee Yvette.docx

Nicholas Stonier
Principal Process Engineer

Summary
Nick has over 20 years’ experience in technical management, design office, commissioning and highly
regulated manufacturing plant environments in the UK and overseas. His Chartered Engineer status has
been held for over 14 years.
Nick’s design office experience includes all phases of design from concept to detail. His key experience has
been in the bulk chemical industry, and he also has Oil & Gas experience in Upstream, Gas Processing,
FPSO’s and Coal Seam Methane extraction. Nick has undertaken several site-based roles include the
position of Technical Manager with responsibilities for the engineering, laboratory and drawing office
teams for Methanex NZ as part of the Site Management Team.
He has also been a Commissioning Engineer, responsible for the successful construction and start-up of
equipment and systems on a brownfield, multi-million-pound project. Nick’s areas of expertise include, but
is not limited to, managing a large engineering department; budget development and management; change
management; detailed engineering design for bulk chemical projects; detailed design for hydrocarbon gas
processing facilities; plant trouble-shooting; process modelling; and plant commissioning and operator
training.

Experience Highlights
2016 - Present

Principal Process Engineer, Worley, New Zealand
 Manager Technical, Methanex, New Zealand

Nick was initially employed as the Principal Process Engineer and became the Manager of the
Technical Department and a member of the Site Management Team. He was responsible for a
team of 30 staff and approximately 20 contractors delivering engineering, laboratory, drawing
office and project construction service to Methanex. General project work carried out included
conceptual design and budgeting for approval, engineering of work supervising drafting,
organising work contracts and supervision of work.
Other responsibilities include:
 Leading development and delivery of Annual Capital program to address safety, reliability and

compliance issues (approx. NZD25M).
 Leading development and delivery of annual OPEX budgets (approx. NZD7m).
 Responsibility for system improvements to improve robustness in safety management

including HAZOP management and close out, document control and Management of Change
processes.
 Assessment of and performance management of key contractors to ensure safe, reliable

performance and fitness for engagement.
 Developing and executing departmental restructure to improve quality of engineering and

project execution services to Methanex.

Stonier Nicholas.docx

APPENDIX 2 – Email communication between Hiringa and Todd Energy

RE External Kapuni
Green Hydrogen Proje
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Emily Hilton
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Nik Pyselman <NPyselman@toddenergy.co.nz>
Tuesday, 2 November 2021 1:17 pm
Emily Hilton
Matt Luscombe; Roisin Johnson
RE: [External] Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project - Consent feedback

Hi Emily,
Thanks for your detailed response and sharing the QRA/consequence information. We now have a good
understanding of the hypothetical risk scenarios and consider our query answered/resolved.
All the best with the remainder of your consenting process and hopefully we see you guys around the Kapuni
Mutual Aid Group table before too long.
Cheers, Nik
From: Emily Hilton <ehilton@hiringa.co.nz>
Sent: Monday, 1 November 2021 6:39 p.m.
To: Nik Pyselman <NPyselman@toddenergy.co.nz>
Cc: Matt Luscombe <mluscombe@hiringa.co.nz>; Roisin Johnson <rjohnson@toddenergy.co.nz>
Subject: RE: [External] Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project - Consent feedback
Hi Nik,
I just wanted to follow up to see if you’ve had the chance to review the email below, I appreciate I sent over my
email late on Friday and it may take some time to go through in detail.
As mentioned, we’ll be submitting our responses on the consent comments tomorrow EOD and I want to make sure
I’ve sufficiently addressed your concerns and that I’ve captured our discussion appropriately.
Ngā mihi nui,
Emily Hilton

HSEQ Manager

HIRINGA ENERGY | The Energy to Change. Together.

M +64 27 378 7135 |E ehilton@hiringa.co.nz | W www.hiringa.co.nz | View our LinkedIn Profile

The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential and may be legally privileged, commercially sensitive or subject to copyright. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorised access, disclosure, use or coping is strictly prohibited and may be
unlawful. If you have received this email in error, please forward this message to enquiries@hiringa.co.nz immediately and delete all copies of this email and its
attachments. Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender and may not necessarily reflect the view of Hiringa Energy Limited. E-mail
is not secure and there is a risk messages may be corrupted in transmission. While every care is taken, it is recommended that you scan any attachments for
viruses.

From: Emily Hilton
Sent: Friday, 29 October 2021 3:27 pm
To: Nik Pyselman <NPyselman@toddenergy.co.nz>
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Cc: Matt Luscombe <mluscombe@hiringa.co.nz>; Roisin Johnson <rjohnson@toddenergy.co.nz>
Subject: RE: [External] Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project - Consent feedback
Hi Nik,
Thank you for your time this morning. I just wanted to recap our discussion for your records but also provide some
further commentary about a couple of the points we discussed;
 The truck refuelling protocol involves;
o A truck arriving at site and parking alongside the hydrogen dispenser.
o Hydrogen fuel can only be purchased by those on a fuel card system which will be a contractual
arrangement between Hiringa and the truck company. The driver uses their fuel card to initiate the
process.
o A positive connection is made between the refuelling nozzle and the receptacle of the truck – the
nozzle cannot be connected to any non-compatible vehicles (i.e. non-hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles).
o The refuelling system measures the pressure in the truck fuel tanks before hydrogen is released
from the storage containment (MEGCs).
o The refuelling activity is automatically stopped by the system when 350bar pressure is reached in
the truck fuel tanks. The storage is automatically isolated from the refuelling dispenser again.
o The driver disconnects the nozzle and places it back on the dispenser.
 The inventory remains isolated from the refueller unless actively refuelling a vehicle. Should
there be an event which compromises the dispenser e.g. a collision, the volume of hydrogen
that would be released is minimised to the inventory within the dispenser buffer vessel
(~10L water capacity) and the piping which runs from the storage to the dispenser (~25m of
<1” piping)
 The refuelling hose has a breakaway device in the event a driver mistakenly drives off while
still connected. In the event of a breakaway, the hydrogen storage would automatically be
isolated from the dispenser.
 The hydrogen storage (MEGC) is located in a secure fenced compound at the refuelling
station; the truck driver can only access the refuelling dispenser.
 Although the site is capable of refuelling up to 50 vehicles a day, this number will be lower
to begin with but will ramp up to 50/day within 5 years.
 As you would expect, all drivers will be trained in how to refuel with hydrogen and the
hazards associated with hydrogen. There will also be an e-stop located on the refuelling
dispenser in case of an emergency.
The next point we covered was around the operator activity of connecting/disconnecting the mobile MEGC to the
station manifold for refilling, and whether this was covered in the QRA. I’ve spoken with Worley this afternoon to
understand how/if this was captured. I’ve summarised the discussion below;
 Modelling of the specific connection/disconnection activity was not modelled, however we discussed how
releases during LPG tanker refilling are typically modelled. The common approach is to use the failure
frequency of the hose used to refill the tanker as this has the highest failure frequency compared with other
equipment involved during refilling. Human error during refilling would not typically be modelled but would
be managed by administrative controls.
o For MEGC refilling in this project, six hoses will be connected from the MEGC to the station manifold
(one hose per bank of 3 cylinders within MEGC).
o The QRA that was undertaken for this project modelled hose failures from connection of the MEGCs
to the station manifold. Table A2-1 presents the parts count for the assessment, the entries for
MEG_13, MEG_15 and MEG_16 each have 1 hose (where MEG_13/_15/_16 each represent one
bank of cylinders in an MEGC – see table 4-1 in QRA). Note, MEG_13 is the permanent MEGC, and
MEG_15 and _16 are the mobile MEGCs.
 Therefore, although not modelled from the point of view of each connection/disconnection
activity, a release due to hose failure during refilling was modelled. Potential for error
during refilling is assessed qualitatively and managed via usual operational controls i.e.
procedures, training, preventative maintenance and inspections of equipment (including
hoses).
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Regarding cumulative risk, this is generally only a concern in congested areas, and given the separation between this
project with your plant we do not anticipate that an event at our facility would cause a major release/incident at
your facility. Control of third-party hazards is not possible but the risk management processes that both Hiringa and
Todd have in reduces the risk to ourselves and surrounding facilities. There is also the mutual aid agreement in place
between Todd and Ballance which Hiringa will become part of once operational. If there were an emergency in
progress at one site, the neighbouring sites can take the appropriate measures to protect their plant (e.g. move to
safe-state if necessary), and provide aid to the site experiencing the emergency.
I hope this covers off the remaining queries you had around the risk from the project but if not please do not
hesitate to get back in touch. As mentioned on the call earlier, we will be submitting our responses to all consent
comments on Tuesday next week and I’ll include a summary of our communication with you in our response. We
can of course continue communicating beyond Tuesday to close out any further queries or concerns you may have
about our project.
Ngā mihi nui,
Emily Hilton

HSEQ Manager

HIRINGA ENERGY | The Energy to Change. Together.

M +64 27 378 7135 |E ehilton@hiringa.co.nz | W www.hiringa.co.nz | View our LinkedIn Profile

The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential and may be legally privileged, commercially sensitive or subject to copyright. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorised access, disclosure, use or coping is strictly prohibited and may be
unlawful. If you have received this email in error, please forward this message to enquiries@hiringa.co.nz immediately and delete all copies of this email and its
attachments. Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender and may not necessarily reflect the view of Hiringa Energy Limited. E-mail
is not secure and there is a risk messages may be corrupted in transmission. While every care is taken, it is recommended that you scan any attachments for
viruses.

From: Nik Pyselman <NPyselman@toddenergy.co.nz>
Sent: Thursday, 28 October 2021 5:22 pm
To: Emily Hilton <ehilton@hiringa.co.nz>
Cc: Matt Luscombe <mluscombe@hiringa.co.nz>; Roisin Johnson <rjohnson@toddenergy.co.nz>
Subject: RE: [External] Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project - Consent feedback
Hi Emily,
Yes we have reviewed the documents, thank you for providing these. Our only remaining query is around the truck
refuelling procedure, how this works and if there are any additional risks around this, given that there may be up to
50 truck movements a day at the site?
I’m not certain on the context of your query or exactly what you would like from us? Let’s have a chat tomorrow to
hopefully answer our query and yours.
Cheers, Nik
0272 296 334
From: Emily Hilton <ehilton@hiringa.co.nz>
Sent: Thursday, 28 October 2021 3:25 p.m.
To: Nik Pyselman <NPyselman@toddenergy.co.nz>
Cc: Matt Luscombe <mluscombe@hiringa.co.nz>
Subject: RE: [External] Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project - Consent feedback
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Hi Nik,
I just wanted to check in and see if you’ve had the chance to review the documents we sent over and if you have any
questions.
One of the comments submitted on our consents application was around the cumulative risk from the Todd facility –
I’ve attached screenshots from the feedback for your information. Do you have any QRA output for your plant that
you can provide that may have already accounted for cumulative risk with Ballance? My phone is unfortunately out
of action this afternoon but I can take calls over MS Teams if it’s easier to have a quick chat about this?
Ngā mihi nui,
Emily Hilton

HSEQ Manager

HIRINGA ENERGY | The Energy to Change. Together.

M +64 27 378 7135 |E ehilton@hiringa.co.nz | W www.hiringa.co.nz | View our LinkedIn Profile

The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential and may be legally privileged, commercially sensitive or subject to copyright. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorised access, disclosure, use or coping is strictly prohibited and may be
unlawful. If you have received this email in error, please forward this message to enquiries@hiringa.co.nz immediately and delete all copies of this email and its
attachments. Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender and may not necessarily reflect the view of Hiringa Energy Limited. E-mail
is not secure and there is a risk messages may be corrupted in transmission. While every care is taken, it is recommended that you scan any attachments for
viruses.

From: Nik Pyselman <NPyselman@toddenergy.co.nz>
Sent: Tuesday, 26 October 2021 9:37 am
To: Emily Hilton <ehilton@hiringa.co.nz>
Cc: Matt Luscombe <mluscombe@hiringa.co.nz>
Subject: RE: [External] Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project - Consent feedback
Thanks Emily,
Cheers, Nik
From: Emily Hilton <ehilton@hiringa.co.nz>
Sent: Tuesday, 26 October 2021 9:34 a.m.
To: Nik Pyselman <NPyselman@toddenergy.co.nz>
Cc: Matt Luscombe <mluscombe@hiringa.co.nz>
Subject: [External] Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project - Consent feedback
CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. To minimise cyber security risks, do not click on any links or open any
attachments unless you are certain that the sender is legitimate. Please note that no legitimate sender will ever ask you
for password details.

Hi Nik,
Thank you for your comments on our consent submission for the Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project. I’ve attached the
requested documents and would be happy to have a meeting to go through the contents of each. If it’d be valuable,
I could also ask someone from Worley to attend to answer any specific questions about the modelling itself, or I’m
happy to meet with you myself first and if there’s anything I can’t answer I can take a note and go back to Worley.
Ngā mihi nui,
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Emily Hilton

HSEQ Manager

HIRINGA ENERGY | The Energy to Change. Together.

M +64 27 378 7135 |E ehilton@hiringa.co.nz | W www.hiringa.co.nz | View our LinkedIn Profile

The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential and may be legally privileged, commercially sensitive or subject to copyright. If the reader of
this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorised access, disclosure, use or coping is strictly prohibited and may be
unlawful. If you have received this email in error, please forward this message to enquiries@hiringa.co.nz immediately and delete all copies of this email and its
attachments. Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender and may not necessarily reflect the view of Hiringa Energy Limited. E-mail
is not secure and there is a risk messages may be corrupted in transmission. While every care is taken, it is recommended that you scan any attachments for
viruses.

This email, including attachments, is confidential and may contain information that is subject to legal
privilege and copyright or other intellectual property rights of Todd Corporation. Anything in this email that
does not relate to the official business of Todd Corporation is neither provided nor endorsed by Todd
Corporation. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify us immediately and then delete this email
from your system and do not copy, forward or in any way reveal the contents of this email to anyone else.
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BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AUTHORITY

IN THE MATTER OF

the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track
Consenting) Act 2020 (‘the Act’)

AND
IN THE MATTER

of the application by Hiringa Energy Ltd
and Ballance Agri-Nutrients Ltd to
establish and operate a renewable wind
energy facility with associated hydrogen
production, storage, offtake and
refuelling infrastructure.

STATEMENT OF PLANNING EVIDENCE OF CAMERON JOHN TWIGLEY
02 November 2021

INTRODUCTION
1.

My name is Cameron John Twigley.

2.

I hold the position of Director, Planning and Environment at BTW Company
Ltd, a multidisciplinary consultancy based in New Plymouth and Hamilton.

3.

My evidence pertains to planning matters and is provided on behalf of the
applicants for the Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project in response to
comments received from parties invited to comment on the application.
QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

4.

I hold a Bachelor of Social Science in Geography from Waikato University
and a Postgraduate Diploma (with Distinction) in Urban and Regional
Planning from Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh. I have been a full
member of the New Zealand Planning Institute since 2009. I am accredited
to act as an Independent Hearings Commissioner under the Resource
Management Act 1991.

5.

I have been a practising planner for 21 years. I have worked as a planner in
both the public and private sector, mainly the latter. I undertake planning
work for a wide range of local authority, central government, private
sector clients throughout New Zealand across a wide variety of sectors. My
planning advice and project work typically relates to strategic planning,
project management, policy analysis or resource consent matters. During
my career, I have been involved in a large number of plan development
and resource consent processes relating to both district and regional
planning issues. I have been involved in many local authority and
Environment Court hearings and processes relating to these matters.

6.

I have lived and worked as a planner in the Taranaki Region since 2006 so I
am familiar with the South Taranaki District Plan, including its
development, and resource management issues in the district and region
generally.

7.

I am the author of the document Resource Consent Application and
Assessment of Environmental Effects – Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project
dated 18/08/2021.
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EXPERT WITNESS CODE OF CONDUCT
8.

While this is not a hearing before the Environment Court, I confirm that I
have read, and agree to comply with, the Environment Court’s Code of
Conduct for Expert Witnesses (Environment Court of New Zealand Practice
Note 2014). This evidence I am presenting has been prepared in
accordance with the Code and is within my area of my expertise, except
where I state that I am relying on the evidence of another person. To the
best of my knowledge, I have not omitted to consider any material facts
known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions I express.
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Te Runanga o Ngati Ruanui Trust

9.

Ngati Ruanui have made the following comments.
‘The construction of the turbines is occurring under a current district and
regional planning regime that does not contemplate such structures and
the landscape is left unprotected. There is no bottom line of environmental
effects that can be established or tested against; in effect you as a panel
have no planning regime to refer to which has had a community tested
approach. Further, iwi and hapū have not had the opportunity to
determine what might be sustainable from a landscape perspective
including what landscape features should be considered and protected
when faced with construction of this size.’

10.

Large-Scale renewable electricity generation in the Rural Zone is provided
for in the South Taranaki District Plan as a discretionary activity under Rule
13.1.4 (a)(iii). Specific assessment matters for Large-Scale Renewable
Electricity Generation Activities are outlined in Section 20.5.12 and for
Wind Farms in Section 20.5.13 which are designed to assist with the
assessment of such projects.
These assessment matters include
consideration of the landscape and visual effects of the proposalTherefore,
in my opinion renewable electricity generation projects such as the Kapuni
Green Hydrogen Project are contemplated by the South Taranaki District
Plan and I disagree that the planning regime

11.

In recent times, the STDC have processed the Waipipi Wind Farm consent
application. Iwi and hapu provided a CIA to identify and address cultural
issues for this project. Furthermore, I note that the South Taranaki District
Plan was reviewed in 2015/2016 which included a District wide landscape
assessment to determine any landscapes that required special protection.

12.

Ngati Ruanui have made the following comment.
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‘We would specifically note that the ability for the panel to offset any visual
landscape impact of the turbines is somewhat impossible. The adverse
impact therefore cannot be diminished or be compensated by any other
action. The economic benefit is not wholly proven and is clearly not
specifically proven in respect of offsetting any adverse impact on the
regional landscape; in fact, this is not addressed by the applicant.’
13.

It has been acknowledged in the consent application (page 95) that
offsetting is not a practical option given the nature of the project. It is not
appropriate to attempt to offset landscape and visual effects with
economic benefits and the application does not attempt to do this. In
terms of landscape and visual effects the applicant has focused on
mitigating effects on neighbouring land and at neighbouring dwellings
through the implementation of landscape mitigation and enhancement
plans
Generation Zero

14.

In the document by Sherpa Consulting Ltd the following comment is made.
‘Section 4.7 notes that the Operative South Taranaki District Plan (STDP)
has been reviewed to understand the cumulative effects for the Todd
Energy facilities located across the road from the loadout facility based on
Special Map 03. This map (reproduced on following page) only shows the
risk contour around the Todd Energy Kapuni Production Station. There is no
risk overlay for the Gas Treatment Plant (as it was not available for the
STP). However a separation distance of 650m to sensitive locations is
required for this facility which would extend over the H2 facilities (see
https://www.southtaranaki.com/repository/libraries/id:27mlbegko1cxbyf9
4es5/hierarchy/Documents/District%20Plan/District%20Plan%202015/Sect
ions/Section%203%20Rural%20Zone%20Rules.pdf at digital p.9).There is
also no risk overlay for the Balance Ammonia Urea plant as this is not a
petroleum facility (and under the STDP risk overlays only apply to
petroleum facilities).’

15.

I agree with the Generation Zero that the risk contour shown on Special
Map 03 of the South Taranaki District Plan relates to the Kapuni
Production Station and there is no such contour for the Kapuni Gas
Treatment Plant.

16.

In respect of the comment about the South Taranaki District Plan requiring
a 650m separation distance from the Kapuni Gas Treatment Plant to a
sensitive location these provisions would only apply to a sensitive activity
located in the rural zone establishing within 650 m or any additions or
alterations of habitable rooms up to 20% of GFA to existing sensitive
activities within 650 m of the Kapuni Gas Treatment Plant. This comment
is not relevant to the Kapuni Green Hydrogen application because a) the
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proposed facilities at the Ballance site are located in the Rural Industrial
Zone not the Rural Zone and b) the proposed facilities do not meet the
South Taranaki District Plan definition of sensitive activities.
17.

In the document by Emily Bailey the following concern is raised.
‘The lack of thorough research, independent review and community
consultation due to this project being rushed through under the Covid-19
Recovery Act’

18.

I disagree that there has been a lack of thorough
research, independent review and community consultation and that the
project has been rushed through. The Fast-Track process is only ‘fast’ once
the application is submitted. If anything, the Fast-Track process demands
more of a front-loaded consent application and consultation process due
to an applicant not having the opportunity to provide expert evidence in a
hearing process and opportunities for submitting further information
being limited.

19.

In my opinion, environmental effects of the project have been thoroughly
assessed by experienced, independent industry experts. Both mana
whenua hapu, (Ngati Tu and Ngati Manuhiakai) have been part of the
cultural effects assessment process and have been supportive of the
approach taken to effects assessments. When commenting on the
environmental assessments within the CIA I note that, Ngati Tu comment
“Hiringa have made a very thorough approach to dealing with issues that
may occur
and
have
provided
reports
to
satisfy
these
issues”. Ngati Manuhiakai noted in their letter of support that they are
satisfied with consultation, cultural effects assessment and
the mitigation to the extent a CIA is not required.

20.

I have been part of the consultation and engagement process with
stakeholders and in my opinion, it has been as thorough as if the
application had been submitted under the Resource Management Act,
possibly more so for the reasons I have provided in paragraph 18 above.

21.

Consultation with stakeholders including landowners, Iwi and hapu has
been ongoing for over two years (refer to the consultation register in the
consent application for records). The consultation with stakeholders has
resulted in a number of agreements to provide effects mitigation and
enhancement and associated support for the project.
Changes to Consent Conditions

22.

Subject to some minor amendments which are detailed in the main
response document by the applicant, I agree with the recommended
5

changes to the consent conditions suggested by Heritage New Zealand
Pouhere Taonga, the Minister for Arts, Culture and Heritage, Infrastructure
New Zealand, the change to condition 44 to address one of the Generation
Zero comments (clarifying the ERP) and the change sought to condition 99
by Te Korowai o Ngaruahine Trust in respect of the Alternative Site Plan.
23.

I have drafted the following additional condition that has been requested
by Infrastructure New Zealand in respect of the need for a Pipeline
Easement Permit.
Prior to commencement of any earthworks associated with the installation
of the hydrogen pipeline at the Ballance Site, the consent holder shall
provide evidence to the Group Manager – Environmental Services, South
Taranaki District Council that a Pipeline Easement Permit has been
obtained from FirstGas.

24.

I also note the slight change to condition 12 to align with the turbine
manufacturers specifications, which I support.

Dated this 02nd Day of November 2021.

Cameron John Twigley
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BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AUTHORITY

IN THE MATTER OF

the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track
Consenting) Act 2020 (‘the Act’)

AND
IN THE MATTER

of the application by Hiringa Energy Ltd
and Ballance Agri-Nutrients Ltd to
establish and operate a renewable wind
energy facility with associated hydrogen
production, storage, offtake and
refuelling infrastructure.

STATEMENT OF ENGINEERING EVIDENCE OF Simon Andrew FAULKNER
02 November 2021

INTRODUCTION
1.

My name is Simon Andrew Faulkner.

2.

I hold the position of Lead Engineer, Power Generation at Aurecon, a
multidisciplinary consultancy, and I am based in Wellington.

3.

My evidence pertains to engineering matters and is provided on behalf of
the applicants for the Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project in response to
comments received from parties invited to comment on the application.
QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

4.

I hold a Master of Engineering (Mech) from Canterbury University. I am a
Chartered Member of Engineering NZ and accredited as a Chartered
Professional Engineer.

5.

I have performed consultancy work for numerous public and private
concerns, in New Zealand and overseas. A large portion of my work has
been concerned with determining the wind resource and energy
production at wind farm sites, including quality assurance and processing
of wind data, flow modelling, wake assessment, and assessment of
uncertainties. I have been involved in wind farm site selection, turbine
layout design (optimisation and micro-siting), performed and reviewed
power performance tests, undertaken work on operating wind farms,
assessment of environmental effects (such as shadow flicker, visibility,
photomontage, and safety), and been engaged to present expert evidence
at resource consent hearings and appeals in New Zealand.
EXPERT WITNESS CODE OF CONDUCT

6.

While this is not a hearing before the Environment Court, I confirm that I
have read, and agree to comply with, the Environment Court’s Code of
Conduct for Expert Witnesses (Environment Court of New Zealand Practice
Note 2014). This evidence I am presenting has been prepared in
accordance with the Code and is within my area of my expertise, except
where I state that I am relying on the evidence of another person. To the
best of my knowledge, I have not omitted to consider any material facts
known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions I express.
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

7.

Fonterra has asked for confirmation that the wind farm will not adversely
affect Fonterra’s ability to comply with resource consent conditions in
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relation to wastewater disposal using irrigation on properties adjacent to
the proposed wind farm.
8.

9.

10.

Based on my experience of wind flow and wake modelling, and review of
relevant studies, I conclude that:
•

Upwind effect is very small (there is some reduction in wind speed
at the height of the rotor and within two times the rotor diameter
of the turbine).

•

The main effects on the wind are caused by the turbine wake i.e
downwind which is south-east of the wind farm most of the time.

•

Turbine wake causes slight reduction in mean wind speeds and
increase in turbulence (gustiness) in the wake, which expands out
from the rotor and dissipates over several rotor diameters. There is
unlikely to be any noticeable change at ground level.

•

Turbine wake causes slight change in air temperature near the
ground related to mixing of the air.

•

All the effects described in the previous bullet points are at low to
moderate wind speeds. At higher wind speeds the turbines spill
most of the wind and therefore have no effect.

I discussed the wastewater irrigation with Aurecon staff who are familiar
with the Fonterra plant, and our understanding is that the wind is only an
issue in relation to consent conditions if it causes irrigation spray to be
blown off the property. Therefore, a slight reduction in average wind will
not have a detrimental effect. Wind gusts may not reduce as much but will
not increase and strong winds will be unaffected by the wind turbines.
Therefore, I conclude that Fonterra’s ability to comply with resource
consent conditions in relation to wastewater disposal will not be adversely
affected by the wind turbines.

Dated this 02nd Day of November 2021.

Simon Andrew Faulkner
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BEFORE AN EXPERT CONSENTING PANEL

UNDER

the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track
Consenting) Act 2020 and the Resource
Management Act 1991

IN THE MATTER OF an application for resource consent by
Hiringa Energy Limited and Ballance AgriNutrients Limited to establish an operate to
establish and operate a renewable wind
energy facility with associated hydrogen
production, storage, offtake and refuelling
infrastructure at Kapuni, Taranaki

LEGAL SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF THE APPLICANTS
IN RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Dated: 2 November 2021

Lauren Wallace
Phone: (06) 768 3700
Fax: (06) 768 3701
Private Bag 2013/DX NP90056
NEW PLYMOUTH 4342
lauren.wallace@gqlaw.nz

MAY IT PLEASE THE PANEL:
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

These submissions are made on behalf of Hiringa Energy Limited and Ballance
Agri-Nutrients Limited (the Applicants), who have applied to develop a renewable
green hydrogen hub at Kapuni, Taranaki.

1.2

The Kapuni Green Hydrogen project was referred to a panel for consideration
under the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track Consenting) Act 2020 (Act) on 2 April
2021 by clause 4 of the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track Consenting) Referred
Projects Amendment Order (No 2) 2021. The Kapuni Green Hydrogen project is
described in Schedule 14 of the COVID-19 Recovery (Fast-track Consenting)
Referred Projects Order 2020.

1.3

On 18 August 2021, the Applicants lodged a resource consent application under
the Act with the EPA (the Application).

1.4

On 15 September 2021, a panel was appointed to consider the Application
(Panel).

1.5

On 30 September 2021, the Panel invited comments on the Application.
Comments were received from 14 individuals and organisations.

1.6

These legal submissions accompany the Applicants’ response to comments on
the Application and respond to the following four key issues which were raised in
the comments:
(a)

Precedent;

(b)

End use;

(c)

Effects descriptors; and

(d)

Conditions to mitigate cultural impacts.

2.

PRECEDENT

2.1

The issue of precedent was raised in comments, and in particular by:
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2.1.1

Generation Zero, who said:
“A particular concern … is that while we are considering four
turbines now it is highly likely that if this project is approved we
may instead see hundreds of turbines in this area. Each turbine
of course comes with more roads, pipes, power lines and other
infrastructure and activity. I imagine the hapu would have a less
favourable opinion on just four turbines if they knew more about
what may come further down the track. Those of us used to
resource consent applications are fully aware of how one
application can be the door opening to more and more additions
to a single consent. Once the door is open, it is near impossible
to close.”1
“While 4 turbines are being proposed for this project without
public notification, we remain concerned that there will be an
increase in wind turbines in this area in the future potentially
based on the precedent being set through legislated fast-track
consenting. … The approval of the first four potentially changes
the baseline for future assessments”2

2.1.2

Te Runanga o Ngati Ruanui Trust (TRNRT), who said:
“These [turbine] structures will be precedent setting and if
approved will set a new benchmark for what could be more to
come”3

2.2

It is accepted that the precedent effect of granting a resource consent (in the sense
of like cases being treated alike), can be a relevant factor for a consent authority
to take into account when considering an application for a consent to a
discretionary or non-complying activity. However, it is noted that the relevance of
potential precedent effects is likely to be more significant where an activity is noncomplying4.

2.3

It is also submitted that in taking potential precedent effects into account, neither
the applicant nor the consent authority is under any obligation to conduct an areawide investigation involving a consideration of what others may seek to do in the
future in unspecified places, and unspecified ways, in reliance on the granting of
the application before it5. The Court of Appeal in In Dye v Auckland Regional
Council [2002] 1 NZLR 337 referred with approval to Wellington RC (Bulk Water)
v Wellington RC (EnvC W003/98), where the Environment Court stated:
For our part we cannot see any rush of applications for resource consents
for abstraction but if there were and if they were of significance, then each

1

At page 9 of the PDF
At page 14 of the PDF
3 At page 2 of the PDF
4 Norwood Lodge v Upper Hutt City Council at paragraph 18
5 Dye v Auckland Regional Council [2002] 1 NZLR 337 at paragraph 49
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would need to be considered on its merits. We do not accept that the RMA
allows us to arbitrarily refuse an application for a resource consent on the
basis that hypothetical applicants may appear and be granted consents
based on a grant of this consent without further examination of the capacity
of the resource. . . . [T]o even consider future applications as a potential
effect or a cumulative effect is to make a totally untenable assumption that
the consent authority will allow the dike to be breached without evincing
any further interest and control, merely because it has granted one
consent.6

2.4

It is submitted that Generation Zero and TRNRT are urging the Panel to take into
account effects which may never happen that would result from activities which:
(a)

are not the one for which consent is now sought; and

(b)

would require separate resource consents that would need to be
assessed on their merits on a case by case basis.

2.5

The risk of establishing a precedent must be weighed in that context and it is
submitted that it is unrealistic to suggest that if this Application is approved it will
become “highly likely that we may … see hundreds of turbines in this area”.

2.6

Further, the Application before the Panel has distinguishing features that make it
sufficiently unusual to avoid a precedent being set by a grant of consent, including:
the availability of a site that has sufficient setbacks from dwellings; sufficient
proximity to the Ballance Plant; suitable access; and sufficient space for optimal
turbine spacing. It is therefore submitted that it would be inappropriate to refuse
this Application on the basis that, as a result of a grant of this consent, hypothetical
applicants may appear and be granted consents for hypothetical wind farms
without further examination of the effects and merits of those wind farms.

3.

END USE

3.1

The “end use” of the hydrogen produced as a result of the Project was raised in
the following comments:
3.1.1

Greenpeace / EDS and Forest and Bird, who said:
“…we are concerned that the applicants intend primarily to use
hydrogen as a feedstock for urea production. Indeed, it appears
that the applicants intend to use the hydrogen produced through

6

Wellington Regional Council (Bulkwater v Seafresh New Zealand Ltd, Environment Court,
W3/98, 7 January 1998 at pp 7-8.
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this project exclusively for manufacturing urea, at least in the shortterm”7;
“Whether there will be a net increase in the use of urea in Aotearoa
is in any event not relevant. If the product is to be used in the way
described, it will have adverse environmental and climate related
effects that mean the application, when tested against the provisions
of the relevant legislation, should be refused”8;
“… we should be phasing out the use of urea in Aotearoa New
Zealand, not giving a new lease of life to a urea plant that has been
responsible for severe freshwater degradation and greenhouse gas
pollution”9;
“… permitting the use of green hydrogen for urea production would
contribute to greenhouse gas emissions, freshwater degradation
and biodiversity loss, which is inconsistent with the provisions of the
FTA”.10
“The applicants have not provided any analysis of the direct and
indirect emissions that will result from the ongoing use of synthetic
nitrogen fertiliser enabled by extending the life of the Kapuni plant.
The EPA should not accept a narrow analysis of greenhouse gas
emissions resulting from the project. Rather, it should take into
account the full and long-term impacts of ongoing synthetic nitrogen
fertiliser use that would result from the project.11
3.1.2

EDS, who said:
“The legal principles relevant to the consideration of end use in the
context of resource consent decisions under the Resource
Management Act 1991 (RMA) is summarised in the recent
decision of Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Awa v Bay of Plenty Regional
Council. Similarly to s104 of the RMA, the Covid-19 Recovery
(Fast-track Consenting) Act 2020 (the Act) requires assessment of
the actual or potential effects of the activity on the environment.
Decision-makers must consider the effects of the activity that are
within scope of the application. ...
“EDS considers that the end use of urea is a relevant consideration
in the current application and there is sufficient evidence of a
causal relationship: the grant of consent will enable increased
production of urea, with a consequential increase in greenhouse
gas emissions and nitrogen pollution. By not including the effects
of using hydrogen as a feedstock for urea production a full
assessment of effects is not provided”12.
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At page 4 of the PDF
At page 5 of the PDF
9 At page 6 of the PDF
10 At page 7 of the PDF
11 At page 9 of the PDF
12 At page 1 of its letter dated 18 October 2021
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3.2

It is noted that Greenpeace / EDS and Forest and Bird state that while they do not
object to the idea of green hydrogen production in Aotearoa (specifically for
displacing fossil fuels in heavy transport), the organisations do not support the
application to use green hydrogen for producing urea.

3.3

EDS’ statement that “the end use of urea is a relevant consideration in the current
application and there is sufficient evidence of a causal relationship: the grant of
consent will enable increased production of urea, with a consequential increase in
greenhouse gas emissions and nitrogen pollution”, appears to be made in reliance
on Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Awa v Bay of Plenty Regional Council [2020] NZHC 3388.

3.4

In that case, the High Court dismissed appeals from an Environment Court
decision granting consent to the expansion of an existing water bottling operation
near Otakiri in the eastern Bay of Plenty. The High Court found no error of law
with the Environment Court’s analysis of the legal principles13 which included the
following statement:
[60] The ambit of the RMA in the context of considering an application
for resource consent under s 104(1)(a) requires consideration of an effect
of allowing the activity. It does not extend as far as considering any effect
on the environment which, given the broad inclusive definitions of those
words, might be anything at all. There must be a causal relationship
between allowing the activity and the effect: if an effect would occur
unchanged regardless of whether the activity was allowed or not,
then such an effect would not be within the scope of s 104(1)(a) of
the RMA. If the extent or degree of such an effect would be altered by
allowing or refusing the activity, then that effect would be relevant at least
in terms of that change but its nexus and remoteness would need to be
assessed. [emphasis added]

3.5

When it came to applying the legal principles, the Environment Court majority held:
(i)

While the end use of the water take (i.e. in plastic bottles) was foreseeable
and the effects were potentially adverse, “refusing consent to the taking of
water in this case will have no effect on all other instances where plastic
bottles are used in New Zealand or where water is exported” (at [64]);

(ii)

It was not open to the Court in relation to a proposed water take to
“effectively prohibit either using plastic bottles or exporting bottled water”.
Instead, “[s]uch controls would require direct legislative intervention at a
national level” (at [65]).

13

At paragraph 81 and 82
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3.6

Accordingly, the majority of the Environment Court concluded its “Jurisdictional
Overview” by stating (at [66]): … in this case, the end uses of putting the water in
plastic bottles and exporting the bottled water are matters which go beyond the
scope of consideration of an application for resource consent to take water from
the aquifer under s 104(1)(a) RMA.

3.7

On appeal, a key jurisdictional issue before the High Court was whether the
Environment Court was wrong in deciding it did not have jurisdiction to consider
the “end use” of the water take. The High Court noted that in each case the test
of remoteness will be one of fact and degree. In terms of the effects associated
with the use of plastic bottles (as opposed to the effects of exporting water in and
of itself), the High Court found that:
(i)

Insofar as the plastic bottles are exported, the effects of discarding them
occur overseas. As such, the effects were too remote and outside the
scope of the RMA, just as overseas discharges were considered too
remote in Royal Forest and Bird Protection Soc of NZ Inc v Buller Coal Ltd
[2012] NZHC 2156, (2012) 17 ELRNZ 220 (at [149]). As such, the
remainder of the High Court’s analysis was confined to local (New
Zealand) effects.

(ii)

Insofar as the discarding of plastic bottles occurs in New Zealand, it was
not inevitable that every plastic bottle would be improperly discarded, and
disposal facilities require separate approval under the RMA (at [150]).

(iii)

While littering was itself unlawful, and thus could be said to be independent
from the grant of water take consent, “the fact that something is unlawful
and primarily the responsibility of another person does not necessarily
preclude nexus – sometimes there can be more than one effective cause”
(at [151]).

(iv)

In considering indirectness or independence of effects, it was also relevant
to consider whether discarding plastic bottles was separately controlled
under the RMA. The Court observed that the adverse effects of discarding
bottles were not direct effects of allowing the water take activity for which
consent was sought. Instead, they were “downstream effects, which
normally would only be taken into account if the relevant activity –
discarding plastic bottles – is not subject to regulation under the RMA” (at
[153]).
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3.8

It is therefore submitted that the downstream effects of the use of the urea are
independent to the effects associated with manufacturing of urea, or more
specifically, the way in which it is manufactured. The Project will “make no
appreciable difference to the overall use of [urea] and have no perceptible adverse
effects on the environment” that are different from those already existing. As noted
by the Environment Court, if an effect would occur unchanged regardless of
whether the activity was allowed or not, then such an effect would not be within
the scope of s 104(1)(a) of the RMA.

3.9

Further, the use of urea is presently managed by a range of regulatory and
industry based controls, including the Resource Management (National
Environmental Standards for Freshwater) Regulations 2020. Other initiatives are
also in effect to reduce agricultural greenhouse gas emissions, including He Waka
Eke Noa – Primary Sector Climate Action Partnership. It is therefore submitted
that it is not open to the Panel in relation to the Application to establish a renewable
wind energy facility with associated hydrogen production, storage, offtake and
refuelling infrastructure to “effectively prohibit or control urea use”. Instead, “[s]uch
controls would require direct legislative intervention at a national level.”

4.

EFFECTS DESCRIPTORS

4.1

The issue of effects descriptors was raised in the following comments:
4.1.1

Generation Zero, who said:
The landscape and visual effects assessments describe low,
moderate and high effects for residential, private, public and
marae viewpoints however they do not appear to provide any
comparison to the Resource Management Act legal descriptors
relating to effects such as ‘less than minor’, ‘minor’ and ‘more
than minor’.
The Resource Management Act requires written approval from
parties who are affected by an activity’s adverse effects that are
minor or more than minor (but not less than minor). It is not clear
how the applicant and the EPA will address this14.

4.2

It is not clear what Generation Zero is seeking that the Applicant and the EPA
address. However, it is simply noted that under section 104(3) of the RMA and
clause 31(5) of Schedule 6 of the Act, when considering a consent application, a
consent authority/the panel must not have regard to any effect on a person who
has given written approval to the application.

14

At page 13 of the PDF
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4.3

Further, that the RMA reference cited by Generation Zero with regards to the RMA
legal descriptors is section 95E of the RMA. This section applies in relation to
giving limited notification of an application. It is not therefore relevant to the current
Application.

5.

CONDITIONS TO MITIGATE CULTURAL IMPACTS

5.1

The issue of additional conditions to mitigate cultural impacts was raised in the
following comment:
5.1.1

Te Korowai o Ngaruahine Trust, who said:
Hiringa has offered multiple mitigation measures in a relationship
agreement but due to the short timeframes involved with the fast
track process, our Board has not yet sighted the document let alone
had time to assess it and agree to the terms. Te Korowai will only
support the application if our Board or delegated authority agrees
and signs the relationship agreement developed during consultation
with the applicant.

5.2

It is noted that the requirement for a signed relationship agreement to enable
TKONT to support the application differs from the finalised CIA, which was
submitted with the Application. On page 24 of the CIA it states:
Te Korowai acknowledges the relationship agreement developed by
the applicant as showing their commitment to voluntary conditions as
part of any consent. … It is envisaged that the agreement will be
reviewed and signed by the authorised person(s) on behalf of Te
Korowai once proper due diligence has been undertaken.

5.3

A relationship agreement has been developed between Hiringa and TKONT,
which Hiringa has signed. As noted in the TKONT comment, it is awaiting review
by the TKONT Board. Hiringa is committed to fulfilling its commitments within this
agreement and will work with TKONT in good faith to execute the agreement.

5.4

With respect to TKONT’s comment that the relationship agreement is missing from
the proposed conditions of consent (Appendix O), it is submitted that it would be
inappropriate to include the terms of a relationship agreement as conditions of
consent. Consent conditions must be certain and enforceable, and exclusively
between the consent holder and the consent authority. It is noted that the CIA also
stated on page ii that: “Te Korowai conditionally supports the proposal if there is
a clear commitment from the applicant to remove the wind turbines from the
proposed site at the end of their useful life or after a maximum of 35 years of
9

operation (whichever occurs earliest)”. Hiringa has volunteered a condition to
satisfy this request, together with a range of additional mitigation conditions15 to
address the concerns of TKONT and hapū and to mitigate to the extent practicable
the cultural effects of the Application16.
CONCLUSION
5.5

As the Application and the Applicants’ responses to comments make clear:
(a)

the Application is ‘shovel ready’ and will result in a number of significant
economic, social and environmental benefits in the short and long term;

(b)

the Application will provide infrastructure that improves environmental
outcomes and contributes to New Zealand’s efforts to mitigate climate
change and transition more quickly to a low-emissions economy; and

(c)

any actual and potential adverse effects on the wider environment
resulting from the Project are considered to be avoided, remedied or
mitigated such that there will be no residual significant adverse effects.

5.6

It is therefore submitted that the material before the Panel clearly establishes that
it is appropriate to grant resource consent to the Application pursuant to clauses
31 and 32 of Schedule 6 to the Act, subject to the conditions proposed by the
Applicants.

DATED 2 November 2021

________________________
LP Wallace
Counsel for the Applicant

15
16

Proposed conditions 7, 13, 15, 16, 18, 79 - 82, 83, 97-99 (Appendix O)
Refer to section 7.8.5 of the AEE, and the Applicants’ response
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Appendix 10: Response to Comments from Ballance Agri-Nutrients

Hiringa Energy Limited

46

Tuesday, 2 November 2021
Expert Consenting Panel, c/o Environmental Protection Authority

Attention: Jane Cahill

RE: Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project
Ballance has reviewed the comments received on Kapuni Green Hydrogen Project consent application (the
Proposal), which is before the Expert Consenting Panel and notes that the “end use” of the hydrogen
produced as a result of the Project has been raised in some of the comments. While Ballance considers the
production of urea at Ballance’s Kapuni plant is outside the scope of the current Application, Ballance offers
responses to various comments made.

1. The Proposal will not vary the use and application of urea in New Zealand.
•

The use and rate of application of urea is subject to a range of regulatory and industry based
factors, which are independent of the way in which urea is manufactured.

•

However, New Zealand currently imports over 67% of its urea consumption. This urea is
predominantly manufactured in the Middle East from ammonia produced from natural gas and in
China from coal.

•

Balance anticipates that the effect of granting the Application will be a reduction in demand for
imported urea, by enabling imported urea to be replaced with lower emission domestically produced
urea.

2. The Kapuni project urea reduces global and New Zealand emissions from fertiliser use.
•

The above noted reduction in demand for imported urea will, on a per tonne basis, significantly
reduce the global greenhouse gas emissions associated with manufacture and importation.

•

Preventing domestic manufacture of a low emission product results in a significant increase in
global emissions.

•

The alternative scenario is carbon leakage.

Emissions from urea production from the Kapuni project have been evaluated:

BAL13420

•

The production of ammonia from the Kapuni Project involves zero emissions during the production of
green hydrogen and 0.27 kg CO2-e /kg emissions in the ammonia manufacturing process.
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